SCOOTER LICENSE

SETH TROXLER presented his fave new artist,
SCOOTER, at the Jealous Gallery in Shoreditch. Why?
Seth: “I collect street art. I have a Warhol, a
Haring, some Rauschenberg: quite a lot of art in my
collection. Something else I’ll be kind of moving
towards for the future is giving more to the arts.
It’s cool, I have this album coming out on R&S, and
I’m working with Hingston, the design group which
does all of Massive Attack’s stuff, and did the last
Bowie album. It’s just about creating and being
part of culture and wanting to present culture in a
certain way within the musical arts, and also in art
and fashion. Playing with the fine arts. I went to art
school, but did graphic design. So, it’s not really the
same. It’s kind of like producing music.
“I got into Scooter’s work via the shop Patricia
Fields [the ledge costume designer] in New York.
I’ve been a firm collector since I went to art school
and Scooter’s shirts really inspired me. After that, I
was able to meet Scooter through Danny Tenaglia’s
manager, and we were able to forge this really
incredible relationship together. I, now, exclusively
wear his shirts when I go play every DJ set. I'm a
huge collector of his works just generally. Scooter’s
work is an incredible embodiment of fantasy,
homosexuality, so many layers. There’s a depth that
really grabbed me more than a lot of other modern
art painters.”
Scooter: “Every time I came to New York, he invited
me over to his sound studio where I’d just hang out,
and then he would come hang out at my studio,
and we kind of vibed together. He makes his music
very much in the same way I paint these paintings.
So, we had that connection. Very free-flowing, very

whatever happens, happens.”
DJ Mag: Your pictures look
musical, full of movement and
colour…
Scooter: “Yeah. You know, I’ve
worked with musicians like
Beyoncé. I did some pieces
for her [although he works on
canvas, he works on clothes
too]. And I did some stage
pieces for Madonna. Miley Cyrus.
Rihanna. And a lot of rappers.
It’s all for the stage, like painted
garments, but taken to the next
level.”
DJ Mag: Ace! Seth, your labels
are really interesting and you’ve
done food — you’ve done the
whole nine yards, ’cause you
started young…
Seth: “Yeah, I was 20 when I started, 26 when I got
the No.1 DJ with RA and now I’m 32, you know? And
now after being in Europe for 10 years, it’s time to
kind of take it to the next level and see what else I
can kind of pursue, you know? In terms of DJing, I’ve
completed most things — now I’m just trying to find
what’s culturally fulfilling to me. I’m doing some DJ
stuff with Art Basel in Hong Kong, another in Basel,
Switzerland, and another in the winter in Miami.
And I’m just going to try to keep introducing myself
to the world, so it’s really about learning right now
and seeing what’s possible. It’s a big interest for me

and I want to see
what’s next.”
DJ Mag: Craig
Richards started
showing his own
art recently…
Seth: “Yeah, Craig has always been an artist, he’s
actually one of my closest friends. He trained as a
painter, went to St Martins. I guess with me, it’s just
like the concept of artists supporting other artists —
and maybe supporting other artists is their idea of a
collaboration. That’s what I think we’re doing today,
collaborating and exposing different ideas.”

SPLICE OF LIFE

DJ Leila speaks about her next gig at Splice Festival in London...
What is it?
“A London-based festival for AV
performance. Come check it out!”
You’re established as an alt woman
in electronic music, how did that
happen?
“I was DJing while I was in Stoke
studying in the early ’90s. Björk had just
moved to London and wanted a female
keyboard player in her band, and some
people in London recommended me. I
was in my third year, so it was a good
option to go on tour. On the debut tour,
there were a lot of techno boys like
Underworld knocking about, and I just
remember seeing the mixing desk and
knowing that it had huge potential as an
actual ‘instrument’. When we finished
the debut tour, I told Björk that I'd only
come back if I could do live mixing.”
Does it feel like you are established?
“Not really. You need to keep a constant
presence and ‘look at me’ vibe alive for
that shit, and I am a little too chaos for
such things.”
What do you think of the explosion of
female DJs?
“In the ’90s there was like three of us of
any worth (me, Mira Calix and Andrea
Parker). There were genre-specific ladies

in the various scenes like Nancy Noise,
Kemistry & Storm, but we all had a clear
runway. Now there are loads of skilled,
brave, interesting female DJs and the
fact that they are girls is not the central
point. My favourite of the new batch
is Coucou Chloe (holy grail if you like
music, that moment when you hear
frequencies or syncopations that are
new is everything). I had always avoided
things like ‘specialist’ nights of female
DJs (always seemed really patronising
to me), but after years of false starts, I

think we are finally at a time where there
is an aesthetic point and quality to such
events that one can trust.”
Are there such archetypes as male and
female sounds?
“Less so now. The central problem is
that too many people use the same
preset banks of sounds, like the fucking
gunshot in Ableton, and that renders
most of it null and void.”
•Splice festival runs from 10-13 May

INCOMING:

Next edition, we’re featuring
JUSTIN ROBERTSON, who has
a show at The Book Club in East
London, 26th April - 8th July,
and promises to: “Explore what
it is to be human, what it is
to be a conscious being and
to what extent everything
is ‘alive’.” Other events are
wrapping around the concept.
• wearetbc.com/visual-art/
its-alive/
DAMO SUKUKI,
best known as
lead singer for
CAN (who have
an amazing,
Shantaramsized book
dropping
via Faber, ROB YOUNG and
IRMIN SCHMIDT this month),
is launching an Indie Go Go
campaign to chart his optimistic
and lucid battle with hospital
beds and dreams of starvation,
riding on motorbikes for food,
old cartoons, hypnotised
brainwashed birds, fancy
hats. Created by Northern
filmmaker, MICHELLE
HEIGHWAY.
•energythefilm.co.uk
DJMAG.COM
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